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ABSTRACT
Users of search systems are often reluctant to explicitly build
profiles to indicate their search interests. Thus automatical-
ly building user profiles is an important research area for
personalized search. One difficult component of doing this
is accessing a knowledge system which provides broad cov-
erage of user search interests. In this work, we describe a
method to build category id based user profiles from a user’s
historical search data. Our approach makes significant use
of Wikipedia as an external knowledge resource.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Search and
Retrieval
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1. INTRODUCTION
Personalization is a significant research area in informa-
tion retrieval. Capturing information about user search in-
terests is an important component in personalization. How-
ever, users are generally reluctant to explicitly create profiles
of their search interests. Much research has been carried out
to examining methods to automatically create user profiles
to model the user search interests [5, 3, 7, 1]. One com-
ponent of this is to identify a general knowledge system to
provide good coverage of user search topics which can then
be incorporated in models of user interests. In this work,
we describe a method to build user profiles from a user’s
historical search data. In doing this, our methods make use
of Wikipedia as an external knowledge resource.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces our system framework; Section 3 intro-
duces the method to transform the Wikipedia collection into
a general knowledge system with category information; Sec-
tion 4 presents the algorithm to build user profiles from their
historical search data; Section 5 describes our experimental
setup and results, and we conclude this work in Section 6.
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2. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Our research aims to build user profiles from the user’s his-
torical search data using Wikipedia. The system framework
is presented in Figure 1. The system starts from the user’s
historical search data: historical queries and click-through
documents. It is obvious that these data indicate the user’s
search interests. The user click-through documents usually
contain many noisy terms. We utilize document reduction
(DR) to select important terms from these documents [2].
The historical query terms and important terms from click-
through documents are combined as user interests terms to
form a query. The query is sent into a knowledge system to
conduct retrieval. The knowledge system contains N cat-
egories clustered by topics, each category contains various
numbers of documents. Using a text retrieval algorithm, a
ranked list is produced. The top of each ranked document
list is associated with a category id from the knowledge sys-
tem. Thus these category ids can be formed into a vector
which is our final user profile based on category information.
3. TRANFORMWIKIPEDIA INTOKNOWL-
EDGE SYSTEM
To model the user search interests, a well organized knowl-
edge system with category information is needed. Wikipedia
already has a large amount of category information for ev-
ery document. In one category system, Wikipedia docu-
ments are divided into twelve broad categories: reference,
culture, geography, health, history, mathematics, nature,
people, philosophy, religion, society, technology. However a
user’s search interests will be more specific than these broad
categories. Thus these high level categories are not suffi-
cient to model a user’s search interests. We propose to use
a clustering algorithm to group the Wikipedia documents
into categories. To do so, we use a k-means clustering algo-
rithm to cluster the Wikipedia documents [6]. The k-means
clustering procedure is as follows:
1. The first document processed is placed in the first clus-
ter.
2. Each document in the collection is compared to each
existing cluster and assigned to the highest scoring
cluster that exceeds the specified threshold score.
3. If no cluster score exceeds the threshold, the document
is placed in a new cluster.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all documents have been
assigned to clusters.
To compute the similarity of documents in step 2 we use a
standard cosine similarity shown in Equation 1. In Equation
1, the documents A and B are described by vectors including
the term frequency of n terms. n is the total number of
individual terms in the collection vocabulary.
similarity =
A ·B
‖A‖ ‖B‖ =
∑n
i=1Ai ×Bi√∑n
i=1(Ai)
2 ×√∑ni=1(Bi)2
(1)
After clustering, each Wikipedia document belongs to a
category. Each category can be automatically assigned a cat-
egory id, thus each Wikipedia document is associated with
a category id.
4. BUILDING USER PROFILES
Given a user, his historical search data includes a histor-
ical query set Q(q1,q2,...,qm) and click-through documents
set D(d1,d2,...,dn). For each click-through document dj (1 ≤
j ≤ n), document reduction is carried out which calculates
the Okapi BM25 weights to rank the importance of the terms
in dj . We use the top terms in dj as key terms to indicate the
search interests of the user. All the terms in qi (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
and key terms in dj are combined into a union U . U may
contain repeated terms since qi and dj may contain the same
term twice or more. U is called the search interests terms
for the user.
All terms in the search interests terms for a user form a
query Q. Q is applied to the Wikipedia collection to conduct
retrieval using the Okapi BM25 model [4]. Each Wikipedia
document in the top k ranked results has a category id. The
k category ids form a vector V : <id1, id2, ..., idk>. The
vector may contain repeated category ids since there may
be two or more top ranked Wikipedia documents belonging
to the same category. This V is recorded as the user profile
based on the category information from Wikipedia.
5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we describe an experiment to test our pro-
posed method. In order to do this we need the Wikipedia
collection and user logs from a search system. For a search
log, we use the data from a Chinese commercial search en-
gine - SOGOU.COM (NASDAQ:SOHU). The data includes
one month’s user query logs (1.9 GB). The format of each
line in the user logs is as follows: UserId, UserQuery,
RankedPosition, RankOfUserClick, ClickThroughUrl.
Each line describes one search activity from one user.
UserId is the unique id for this search engine user; UserQuery
is a search query input by this user; RankedPosition is the
ranked position for the click-through URL in the ranked
list; RankOfUserClick is the sequence number of the user
clicks for this URL; ClickThroughUrl is the click-through
URL by the user for UserQuery. The useful data entries in
the user logs for our research are UserId, UserQuery, and
ClickThroughUrl.
Table 1 shows an overview of the experimental data. We
manually selected 83 users from the SOGOU query logs.
For training the user profiles for these users, we have 734
historical search queries with 2311 click-through documents
for these queries. Our knowledge system for building user
profiles is the simplified Chinese Wikipedia documents. In-
formation about the Chinese Wikipedia collection (dumped
in Jan. 2011) 1 is shown in Table 2.
We use the Lemur toolkit 2 to conduct the k-means clus-
tering algorithm on Wikipedia collection, the threshold is
set as 0.1 recommended by Lemur. Our Chinese Wikipedi-
a clustering results are shown in Table 3, the distribution
of document numbers in categories is shown Figure 2. As
shown in Figure 2, about half of the Wikipedia categories
have less than 10 documents. This indicates that the clus-
tering algorithm not only groups documents into popular
categories, but also places documents into categories with
only a few documents. This provides the opportunity to
model user search interests at a more specific level. The
unsupervised clustering algorithm (k-means) assigns all the
Wikipedia documents with a category id from 1 to 4785 in
this experiment.
For the click-through documents, the top 5 terms ranked
by Okapi BM25 weight are treated as the key terms. The
Okapi BM25 model is used to search the Wikipedia collec-
tion by user search interests terms. The top 10 Wikipedia
documents are assumed to be relevant to the user search
interests terms. For our results, the generated user interest
profiles are vectors consisting of category ids. Each cate-
gory id consists of many Wikipedia documents. If a cat-
egory id appears in a user’s interest profile frequently, it
means this user is very interested in the category. Thus the
Wikipedia documents in this category should be very related
to the user’s search interests. To demonstrate our results,
we show examples of some historical user queries and titles
of Wikipedia documents in his interested category in Table
4.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a preliminary study into
the utilization of Wikipedia-based category information pro-
duced by an unsupervised clustering method to model a us-
er’s search interests. The experimental results show that the
user’s historical queries and click-through documents have
the potential to model a user’s search interests. This shows
that Wikipedia-based personalized modelling is a promising
direction to explore for personalized retrieval. Our results
successfully create user profiles from the Wikipedia category
ids. Our future work will focus on utilizing Wikipedia-based
user profiles on personalized retrieval tasks.
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Figure 1: Wikipedia for User Modeling.
Figure 2: Distribution of Number of Documents in
a Cluster.
Table 1: Overview of Experiment Data
Data Number
Users 83
Training Queries 734
Training Click-Through Links 2311
Table 2: Overview of Chinese Wikipedia Collection
Number of Documents 332,900
Number of Terms 10,959,403
Number of Unique Terms 232,858
Average Document Length 32
Table 3: Results of Wikipedia Clustering
Number of Clusters 4785
Average No. of Documents of a Cluster 70
Largest No. of Documents in a Cluster 15803
Smallest No. of Documents in a Cluster 1
Table 4: Results of User Profiles
User Id Historical Query Wikipedia title in
category of user profile
user 1 A2¸À O`
(name of a novel) (romantic novel)
JÚ
(fictional characters)
user 2  F
(taiwan newspaper) (daily newspaper)

(a newspaper in taiwan)
user 3 _` S¿X
(mysteries) (Anglachel)
user 4 >f¬ ìÄæ
(electronics) (nokia)
Zx
(nikon)
ZU
(canon)
user 5 y y ´¤
(stock) (stock exchange)
àn½|
(farmers market)
y ²V<
(stock broker)
{Iy ´
¬
(U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission)
]y z
(asset securitization)
ly ²V¬
(Hong Kong Stockbrokers
Association Limited)
